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The Book of Spells
Discover the power of natural magic and healing through herbs, flowers, and essential oils in this new
guide to green witchcraft. At her core, the green witch is a naturalist, an herbalist, a wise woman, and a
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healer. She embraces the power of nature; she draws energy from the Earth and the Universe; she relies
on natural objects like stones and gems to commune with the land she lives off of; she uses plants,
flowers, oils, and herbs for healing; she calls on nature for guidance; and she respects every living being
no matter how small. In The Green Witch, you will learn the way of the green witch, from how to use
herbs, plants, and flowers to make potions and oils for everyday healing as well as how crystals, gems,
stones, and even twigs can help you find balance within. You’ll discover how to find harmony in
Earth’s great elements and connect your soul to every living creature. This guide also contains
directions for herbal blends and potions, ritual suggestions, recipes for sacred foods, and information on
how to listen to and commune with nature. Embrace the world of the green witch and discover what the
power of nature has in store for you.

The Complete Book of Incense, Oils & Brews
“From Wiccan author Arin Murphy-Hiscock comes this fantastic guide to spiritual self-care with a
witchy bent. The Witch’s Guide to Self-Care contains recipes for products and spells for selfrestoration.” —Bustle Worship yourself the witchy way—learn how to nourish your body and spirit
with herbal remedies, spells, and rituals inspired by witchcraft in this unique, enchanted guide to selfcare! Self-care is a necessity for any modern woman, and this book helps you prioritize #1 with a little
help from the magic of witchcraft. The Witch’s Book of Self-Care has advice for pampering your body,
mind, and spirit with spells, meditations, mantras, and powerful activities to help you to keep healthy,
soothe stress, relinquish sadness, channel joy, and embrace your strength. This book features such
magical self-care remedies: -A Ritual to Release Guilt: Learn to burn whatever causes you pain and
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process painful memories or work through heavy emotions in this therapeutic ritual. -Green Space
Meditation: Learn how to reconnect with the healing energies of nature, even in the middle of a bustling
city, as part of a series of meditations based on the elements and your senses. -DIY Body Butter: Create
your own custom soothing and smoothing body butter, powered by crystal and essential oils suited to
your intention, and sanctified by a ritual. And much more! The Witch’s Book of Self-Care shows you
how easy it is to connect to the earth, harness your personal power, and add a little magic to your
everyday life for a better you!

Spellcrafting
This bestselling Weiser classic is a spiritual first aid manual filled with hundreds of recipes, rituals, and
practical ways to rid your home, office, and self of negative energy. Spiritual Cleansing, now in a new
paperback edition, featuring a new foreword by Judika Illes, author of The Encyclopedia of 5,000 Spells,
is a guide for anyone who wants to keep their lives and their environment spiritually clean and protected.
Everyone, at one time or another, has met an individual who appears surrounded with negativity, or has
visited a place that seems imbued with “bad vibrations.” Removing these negative vibrations is what
spiritual cleansing is all about. Magic practitioner Draja Mickaharic offers simple and effective solutions
drawn from every ethnic group and spiritual practice. Spiritual Cleansing shows how to: Use incense and
flowers to clear the air after arguments Protect yourself from negative energy while you sleep Clean the
previous tenant’s vibrations out of your house or apartment Use cleansing baths for luck, love, and
financial improvement Select a Spiritual Practitioner Counteract the “Evil Eye”
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The Green Witch
"As every good hedge witch knows, the best magick is made right at home. This book shows them how
to transform their homes into sacred spaces, where they can: Create magickal cookbooks of recipes,
spells, and charms Prepare food that nourishes body and soul Perform rituals that protect and purify
hearth and home Master the secrets of the cauldron and the sacred flame Call upon the kitchen gods
and goddesses Produce hearth-based arts and crafts With this book, witches learn all they need to know
to make home a magickal place to live, work, and play."

The Power of Praying

for Your Adult Children

For love, for money, for career, for home: this comprehensive compendium contains a creative array of
spells for every conceivable desire, both big (health and healing) and more specific (like selling a house).
Twenty different sections, ranging from fertility and travel to protection and justice, contain 50 spells
each culminating in an ultimate spell to end all spells. "

You Are Magical
Raise Your Crystal Spellwork to the Next Level Discover dozens of spells that you can use for health,
love, home and garden, problem solving, dreams, astral travel, and much more. With hands-on spells,
rituals, grids, and other magical methods, The Book of Crystal Spellsis a practical and in-depth guide to
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using stones in creative ways. • Find tips on cleansing and charging your stones • Learn to craft
magical jewelry, amulets, and talismans • Incorporate numerology, meditations, elixirs, and crystal
grids in your spellwork • Expand your magic practice by using glass, sand, metals, quartz crystal points,
and more Increase your knowledge of crystal spells with accessible exercises and extensive appendices
and correspondences. Whether a beginner or an expert, take your magic to a higher level with the magic
of stones, which gives you access to the energetic connection between you and the universe.

Protection Magick
Complete with over 50 spells and information on the magickal tools and traditions of witchcraft, The
Book of Spells is the ultimate guide to healing, manifesting your desires, and diving confidently into the
mysteries of magick. Calling upon ancient powers and the ways of the Witch, The Book of Spells
contains rituals and visualizations for releasing negativity, increasing bliss, healing a broken heart,
finding your Spirit guides, embarking on the adventure of astral flight, and more. With the help of
timeless myths and fables, as well as author Jamie Della's personal anecdotes, each spell offers
empowering insight to help you uncover your innate Divine essence. This beautifully gilded
compendium includes need-to-know information on Sabbats and ancient traditions, Gods and
Goddesses, and tools of the Craft such as herbs, crystals, tarot archetypes, moon phases, and runes. The
Book of Spells is the perfect beginner's guide to following the Path, practicing the Craft, and
incorporating magick into your daily life. Advance praise for The Book of Spells “This book opens the
door to a life of magic and inspiration. The most wonderful thing about it is that Jamie actually lives by
the book. She’s the real deal! The Book of Spells is personal, engaging, and empowering. Her
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information about the Craft is heartfelt, user-friendly, and a treasure trove of witchy wisdom. You’ll
love this book whether you are a novice or an expert. Enjoy!”—Victoria Bearden, nationally renowned
astrologer and psychic “What a sweet book this is. Spells and a lot more for people new to the Craft
written by an experienced Witch who practices what she preaches.”—Barbara Ardinger, author of
Goddess Meditations and Finding New Goddesses “Creative, ethical, and respectful of tradition but
modern in focus, these spells are focused on self-healing, rather than forcing your will on
others.”—Anna Korn, Adocentyn Research Library “Young and old alike find a rainbow of solutions
in Jamie Della’s self-empowering Book of Spells. Simultaneously bold and inviting, Della’s
unswerving devotion to self-love, self-awareness, and growth shines through on every page of this gem of
a soul’s companion guidebook.”—Tania Pryputniewicz, author of November Butterfly

Silver's Spells for Protection
What do you do when you discover that your best friend at work sabotaged your promotion? Or if a
neighbor suddenly decides that you don't belong in his town? What if a group of teens sets out to make
your life a living hell? Silver's Spells for Protection contains tips for dealing with all these situations, and
more. This book covers how to handle stalkers, abusers, and other nasties with practical information as
well as magickal techniques. It also discusses some of the other irritants in life-like protecting yourself
from your mother-in-law's caustic tongue and how to avoid that guy who's out to take your job.

Book of Shadows
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Contains spells and magickal rites in a format that is simple to follow. Includes tips on the most
productive times to cast spells.

The Green Witch's Grimoire
An in-depth collection of ancient spells and magic practices drawn from rare and newly discovered texts
• Presents more than 600 magical prescriptions for healing and protection from both pagan and
Christian sources • Examines the practice of diagnosing illness through magic and explores ancient
beliefs about curses and other evil spells and about devils, demons, and ghosts • Includes spells from the
heavily guarded gypsy tradition of magic and healing, drawn from newly discovered materials Since the
beginning of history, people have sought remedies for the many ills that have beset them, from illnesses
afflicting the body to threats posed by evil and hostile individuals. In many folk healing and pagan
traditions, it was believed that one must gain the assistance of the guardian spirit of a healing plant or
substance through prayers or offerings before its chemical properties would be effective. The Church
decried these spells and practices as pagan superstition but did not seek to exterminate these beliefs,
instead transferring the responsibility for their healing powers to the apostles and saints. Drawing on his
extensive knowledge of ancient texts, Claude Lecouteux presents more than 600 magical prescriptions
from both pagan and Christian sources from the last 2,000 years, covering everything from abscesses and
shingles to curses and healing animals. He examines the practice of diagnosing illness through magic and
looks at the origins of disease according to the evolving beliefs of magic practitioners over the centuries.
He explores ancient beliefs about curses and about devils, demons, and ghosts and provides an in-depth
look at protection magic, including protection of health, animals, and cultivated land, protection against
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curses, witchcraft, bad weather, and beasts, protection of a home, and protection while traveling. He
includes spells from the heavily guarded gypsy tradition of magic and healing, drawn from newly
discovered materials collected by two Romanian ethnologists who lived and traveled with gypsies in
Transylvania in the mid-19th century. The author also reproduces rare texts on magic healing from the
14th and 15th centuries. Revealing the vitality of these practices in the remoter areas of Eastern Europe,
Lecouteux shows how the influence of this pagan worldview is still detectable in the work of modern folk
healers in France and Scandinavia. He also shows how the condemnation of unorthodox methods of
healing has not vanished from the contemporary world: the medieval legislation against healing by
wizards and bonesetters is echoed in modern health codes that challenge the authority of naturopaths
and faith healers.

Protection Spells
The author of The Green Witch, Arin Murphy-Hiscock, shows you how you can create your own green
witch grimoire to record your favorite spells, recipes, rituals, and more. A grimoire is essential for any
witch wanting to capture and record spells, rituals, and secret ingredients. And for a green witch, a
perfect place to reflect upon the power of nature, and document the stones, plants, flowers, oils, and
herbs used in her practice. The Green Witch’s Grimoire finally is a place for all your prized
knowledge. From favorite spells to recipes, to blessing your grimoire and writing in secret script, you’ll
make this book of shadows your own. Experienced witch Arin Murphy-Hiscock guides you on your path
to creating your own personal book of your most cherished magic. Continue to hone your craft and grow
into the green witch you’ve always dreamed of as you personalize your own Green Witch’s Grimoire.
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The Empath's Survival Guide
Craft your own magic with this comprehensive guide to creating, customizing, and casting unique spells,
charms, and potions. Make your own magic! Spellcrafting is a step-by-step guide to writing your own
spells and timing them for the best effect. From different types of spells to the intentions and powers of
different ingredients, you will have everything you need to create unique magic that works best for you.
Spellcrafting goes beyond basic spell books to explore how and why your magic works, what you can do
to improve and strengthen it, and how to troubleshoot when things don’t go as planned. Now you can
take your magic into your own hands and create a completely personalized spell for wherever life may
take you.

Spiritual Cleansing
When pregnant, you become the very essence of the Mother Goddess-she who transitions from maiden
to mother. Embark on this sacred journey with special guided meditations, affirmations, and rituals.
Designed to help you attune to the divine energies of childbearing, Passages: Pagan Pregnancy shows
you how to: Prepare spiritually for this extraordinary time Conduct rituals to aide conception, safe
pregnancy, and easy delivery Practice responsible magick during these critical nine months Deal with
unexpected developments as well as miscarriage The first book of its kind, Pagan Pregnancy is the
perfect companion to prepare you to take on the most magnificent-and magickal role of your life. Arin
Murphy-Hiscock is the mother of one son. She is the author of Power Spellcraft for Life, Solitary Wicca
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for Life, and The Way of the Green Witch. She is the New Age consultant for Provenance Press, the
Series Editor for the Passages series, a High Priestess within the Black Forest Clan, and has been active
in the New Age community for more than ten years. She teaches a variety of workshops on topics such
as designing rituals, spellcasting, and seasonal celebrations. She lives in Montreal, Canada.

The Witch's Book of Self-Care
This is a magical journal, or diary. A book in which to record your own magical path in your own hand.
Your journey is your own, this book is but a tool to help you along that path. By sunlight, by moonlight
Blessed Be.

The Way of the Hedge Witch
Bringing the art and magick of casting spells to the masses, Lexa Rosean is the new face of Wicca. In
The Encyclopedia of Magickal Ingredients she provides beginner and experienced practitioners of
spellcasting with a quick, easy, and accurate guide to the magickal powers and properties of herbs, spices,
flowers, vegetables, fruits, metals, and colors -- more than 500 ingredients in all. With this info at your
fingertips, you can craft spells for specific desires or needs -- whether it's love, luck, fertility, or even next
month's rent! Written with passion for the craft and a deep understanding of the needs of modern-day
Wiccans, The Encyclopedia of Magickal Ingredients is an indispensable addition to every occult library
and an essential reference for all with the gift of magick.
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Witch's Master Grimoire
From the co-creator of The Manifesting Academy and host of the Journey to Manifesting podcast, 200
mini meditations to help you rise above fear and manifest the life of your dreams

Empath Armor
Wicca Spells explains everything you need to know in an easy-to-understand manner. From the basics of
circle-casting to creating love spells, money spells, and more, you'll have everything you need to get
started with this life-changing magic

Angelic Protection Magick
Magical tips and techniques for keeping negative people and harmful forces at bay so you can take
control of your destiny and live your best life. Does your house feel a little wonky? Is someone giving you
the evil eye? Are you just having a run of bad luck or have you been cursed? Miss Aida answers all these
questions and more. In Hoodoo Cleansing and Protection Magic, Miss Aida offers sound, practical
advice for all sorts of dicey situations, large and small. The book is filled with rituals, spells, and Miss
Aida’s own personal magical formulas for removing negative energies, breaking malevolent spells, and
banishing harmful people so that you can take control and live your best life. A seasoned magical
practitioner from an eclectic background, Miss Aida shares her own psychic and spiritual experiences in
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order to help you cleanse and protect your space, aura, and loved ones. Within these pages, you will
learn how to: Avoid and protect yourself from negative entities Understand unpleasant, negative, and
predatory people and take action against them Break a cycle of bad luck Distinguish reputable ghost
hunters from frauds and amateurs Recognize bewitched or possessed objects and remove their effects

The Hidden Meaning of Birds--A Spiritual Field Guide
You could be the target of a spell or curse and not even know it! All people, witches or not, are
susceptible to these attacks. The difference: witches and magicians can do something about it. Now you
can too. Protection & Reversal Magick is a complete how-to manual on preventing, defending, and
reversing magickal attacks of any kind. You will learn to: Set up early-warning systems. Appease angry
spirits through offerings. Perform daily banishings and make amulets that will prevent most attacks.
Make magickal "decoys" to absorb attacks against you Summon guardian spirits or gods for help. Bind,
confuse, or expel a persistent enemy who will not leave you be. These techniques aren't just for Wiccans,
either, but for ceremonial magicians, rootdoctors, witches, and anyone else who puts magick to a
practical use. Like the cunning men and women of old, now you can defend yourself and your loved
ones against even the strongest attacks!

Solitary Wicca For Life
Knowing how to invoke the protection of archangels can help keep you and your loved ones safe from
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harm.

The Spell Book of Wiccan Shadows
Go beyond the basics of witchcraft and take your study of wicca to the next level: everything you need to
know to have a deeper understanding of wicca, its teachings, and the meaning behind its rituals and
practices. You’ve bought your crystals and cast your basic spells, planted your herb garden and
smudged your home—now what? Wicca: A Modern Practitioner’s Guide takes you beyond the trendy
witchy basics to the deeper roots the practice, with explanations of the traditions, beliefs, and rituals that
make up the wiccan religion. Learn about Solitary Wicca, which teaches you how to practice
wicca—whether you work with a coven or practice alone—and goes beyond the “how” of different
practices to explore the “why”: for example, when should you create a sacred space rather than cast a
circle? How and why do you purify yourself before a ritual? What is grounding, and why is it important
for you to ground yourself before doing spellwork? For those who seek them, Wicca has all the answers.

The Only Book of Wiccan Spells You'll Ever Need
What is the difference between having empathy and being an empath? "Having empathy means our
heart goes out to another person in joy or pain," says Judith Orloff, MD. "But for empaths it goes much
further. We actually feel others’ emotions, energy, and physical symptoms in our own bodies, without
the usual defenses that most people have." With The Empath’s Survival Guide, Dr. Orloff offers a
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practical tool set to help sensitive people develop healthy coping mechanisms in our high-stimulus
world—while fully embracing the empath’s gifts of intuition, compassion, creativity, and spiritual
connection. This practical, empowering, and loving book was created to support empaths and anyone
who wants to develop their sensitivities to become more caring people in an often-insensitive world. It
helps empaths through their unique challenges and gives loved ones a better understanding of the needs
and gifts of the sensitive people in their lives. In this book Dr. Orloff offers crucial practices, including: •
Self-assessment exercises to help you identify your empath type • Tools for protecting yourself from
sensory overload, exhaustion, addictions, and compassion fatigue while replenishing your vital energy •
Simple and effective strategies to stop absorbing stress and physical symptoms from others and protect
yourself from narcissists and other energy vampires • How to find the right work and create
relationships that nourish you • How to navigate intimate relationships without feeling overwhelmed •
Guidance for parenting and raising empathic children • Awakening the empath’s gift of intuition and
deepening your spiritual connection to all living beings For any sensitive person who’s been told to
"grow a thick skin," this paperback edition of The Empath's Survival Guide is an invaluable resource for
staying fully open while building resilience, exploring your gifts of depth and compassion, and feeling
welcome and valued by a world that desperately needs what you have to offer.

The Pregnant Goddess
The Spell Book of Wiccan Shadows educates people about Witchcraft, through the Pagan path of
Wicca, keeping faith with the Wiccan Rede. This book was designed for people interested in learning
what Wicca is all about, yet it's jammed packed with so much information, even a seasoned Wiccan
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practitioner will find the information extremely useful. This Huge compilation of over 200 spells covers a
wide variety of popular Wiccan subjects and healing techniques, including methods used for treating
Colds and the Flu, Pain, Insomnia, Muscle Complaints, Stomach & Skin Complaints, Emotional Strain
& Stress, Female Concerns, and more. You will also find the Wiccan Rede included. This is a wonderful
book for anyone interested in finding out the truth about Wicca!

Wiccan Spells
The way of the green witch is the path of the naturalist, the wise woman, the herbalist and the healer,
but those who want to practice green magic need sound guidance. Arin Murphy-Hiscock offers spellcraft
and ritual to the green witch, as well as guidelines for living in today's modern world.

The Green Witch's Grimoire
The author of The Green Witch, Arin Murphy-Hiscock, shows you how you can create your own green
witch grimoire to record your favorite spells, recipes, rituals, and more. A grimoire is essential for any
witch wanting to capture and record spells, rituals, and secret ingredients. And for a green witch, a
perfect place to reflect upon the power of nature, and document the stones, plants, flowers, oils, and
herbs used in her practice. The Green Witch’s Grimoire finally is a place for all your prized
knowledge. From favorite spells to recipes, to blessing your grimoire and writing in secret script, you’ll
make this book of shadows your own. Experienced witch Arin Murphy-Hiscock guides you on your path
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to creating your own personal book of your most cherished magic. Continue to hone your craft and grow
into the green witch you’ve always dreamed of as you personalize your own Green Witch’s Grimoire.

Passages Pagan Pregnancy
Your intrepid guide to the art of spellcraft, Power Spellcraft for Life takes you on an in-depth magical
journey of personal fulfillment. You'll explore the hows and whys of spellcasting, learn step-by-step how
to build your own successful spells, raise positive energy to power them, and make your dreams come
true. With Wiccan expert Arin Murphy-Hiscock as your guide, you will learn how to: Correctly time
your spells for precise results Increase power and accuracy with the careful use of correspondences
Successfully adapt spells from books to reflect your personal needs Learn powerful spells that will help
you better your life/li> and more. Power Spellcraft for Life provides you with a deeper understanding of
crafting and casting, allowing you to hone your skills; power up your energy; and create productive,
positive change in all areas of your life.

The Encyclopedia of Magickal Ingredients
Keep yourself, your friends, and your family safe from harm with these spells that ensure strong
emotional and magical boundaries. Renowned author Cassandra Eason covers every possible situation,
from the inadvertent absorption of a fellow commuter's sadness to an outright psychic attack. Protect
yourself from social media bullying and workplace ill will; your possessions from theft and natural
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disaster; your pets from illness and harm; and much more!

Traditional Magic Spells for Protection and Healing
Behold the power of nature with this illustrated field guide to recognizing and understanding the
messages that the universe sends us through the birds we see in our daily lives! Birds are all around
us—pecking at the sidewalk, perching on a nearby tree branch, flying in the sky above our heads. But do
you ever feel like a bird might be trying to connect with you—or even tell you something? The Hidden
Meaning of Birds can help you decipher the special message your avian oracle is trying to share. The
Hidden Meaning of Birds isn’t just your typical field guide to birds. In addition to a physical
description of a variety of common bird species, it also includes the folklore and unique symbolism
associated with each to help you understand the changes these mystical creatures want you to make in
your life. With this enlightening volume as your inspiration, get ready to reexamine your life from a
bird’s eye view—one robin, crow, and hummingbird at a time!

Wicca: A Modern Practitioner's Guide
Embrace the divine feminine power of the Mother Goddess and learn how to spiritually prepare for
pregnancy with this guide to Pagan rituals, meditations, and traditions for every milestone over the next
nine months! As you make the transition from maiden to mother, you fully embody the Mother
Goddess. Embark on this sacred journey with this complete guide including special mediations,
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affirmations, and rituals designed to help you attune to the divine energies of childbearing. The Pregnant
Goddess teaches you how to: -Prepare spiritually for pregnancy -Conduct rituals to aide in conception,
safe pregnancy, and easy delivery -Practice responsible magic during these critical nine moths -Deal with
unexpected delivery developments The Pregnant Goddess is the perfect companion as you embark on
the most magnificent and magical journey of your life!

White Light
Stormie Omartian's bestselling The Power of a Praying series (more than 28 million copies sold) is
rereleased with fresh new covers and new material to reach a still-growing market of readers eager to
discover the power of prayer for their lives. In this important follow-up to The Power of a Praying
Parent (2 million copies sold), Stormie addresses areas of concern you may have for your grown children
and shares how to lift them up to God. With stories from other parents and insight gleaned from
personal experience, Stormie helps you pray with the power of God's Word over your adult children and
their career choices and sense of purpose marriages and other vital relationships parenting skills and
leadership struggles, addictions, or emotional trials faith commitment and prayer life Perhaps you are
watching your grown children step out into the world and wishing you could do more to support them
while giving them the freedom they crave. You can. It doesn't matter how young or old they are, you
can rest in the power of God working through your prayers.

Dear Universe
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The book explains how to make your own incenses, oils, ointments, inks, tinctures, herb baths, bath salts,
brews, ritual soaps and powders.

Spiritual Protection
ion

The Way Of The Green Witch
Banish bad energy, ward off unpleasant people, and defend your stuff, your spirit and your space with
this spellbook focused specifically on protection. With over 100 spells for protection and defense, and a
glossary of protective symbols, stones, and other objects to keep on hand, this book can help you cleanse
your room and cast out old negative energies, put a protective and peace-preserving bubble around
yourself as you ride the bus, deflect grumpiness and negativity from people you work with—and so much
more!

The Complete Book of Spells
"The Only Wiccan Spell Book You'll Ever Need, 2nd Edition", by noted Wiccan authorities Marian
Singer, Trish MacGregor, and Skye Alexander, is the perfect primer to understanding the basics of
Wiccan philosophy and ideology. Starting with a brief rundown of Witchcraft tools and symbols, this
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handy reference helps readers create spells for virtually every aspect of their life. This new edition
includes up-to-date information on: The Wheel of the Year: the eight major holidays or sabbats in the
witches' calendar; Keeping a grimoire or "Book of Shadows"; Meditation, visualization, and
manifestation (law of attraction); Magickal correspondences and properties of stones, magickal jewelry;
Spirit Animals and Totems; and, How to join or create a coven. Filled with more than 100 spells, simple
instructions, and recipes that incorporate easy-to-find ingredients, "The Only Wiccan Spell Book You'll
Ever Need, 2nd Edition" will have beginner witches creating their own magick in no time. AUTHORS:
Marion Singer is an expert on Wicca, witchcraft, and goddess traditions. Trish McGregor is the author
of The Everything Astrology Book and the Everything Dreams Book. Skye Alexander is the author of
more than a dozen nonfiction and fiction books including The Everything Wicca and Witchcraft Book
2nd edition and the Everything Spells and Charms Book 2nd edition.

The Book of Crystal Spells
Have you been described as overly sensitive? Do you take on the feelings of others as if they were your
own? Do you suffer from anxiety or depression? These are common symptoms that could mean you're
an Empath or Highly Sensitive Person!Through my clinical practice, it became clear to me that so many
people were needlessly suffering because they didn't have the proper tools to keep themselves feeling
grounded, protected and safe from outside energies and influences. Empaths are natural healers, but
these caring, loving, and giving individuals are often taken advantage of and are still carrying wounds
from their experiences. It's my desire to offer some basic techniques that will strengthen you, and help
you interact with others without feeling drained, used, and hopeless. If you've been searching for answers
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and a better way to live your life, then this book is for you! In this book, we will cover topics including:
-What is an Empath and why you might be one-Using divine energy to protect and cleanse your
personal energy-Find out which gemstones and crystals are good for grounding, protection and cleansingHow to cut cords between you and others to avoid having your energy drained -Using essential oils to for
energetic health- How to use flower essences to strengthen your personal boundaries-Easy at-home
techniques to rejuvenate your energy-Meditation and Visualization techniques to keep your energy clear
This book offers simple yet powerful techniques you can use immediately to improve your life in every
way. These techniques help you release who and what's no longer serving you, increase your confidence
and self-esteem, and allow you to feel safe while using your amazing gifts. Are you ready to learn these
strategies to improve your life today? Learn how to protect, ground, and cleanse your powerful energy
today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of the page

Hoodoo Cleansing and Protection Magic
Answer the Call Since you were a child, you've heard the ancient, mesmerizing siren song of your
inherent spiritual power. When you grew up, you never dismissed the idea that there's power at your
fingertips—power you can use for crafting your world to match your desires. You've always felt that
because you are magical. With dozens of spells for every major purpose, You Are Magical shows you
how to fully embrace your spirituality and create positive change in yourself and the world. You'll
discover the legacy of your magic, how it's uniquely yours, and exactly what ingredients and steps you
need to craft a truly magnificent life. This practical and profoundly inspiring guide empowers you to
become the person you were born to be: a magical agent of change who is connected with nature, the
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cosmos, and All That Is. Praise: "Every time I sit down with a book by Tess Whitehurst, I know I'm in
for something special and You Are Magical does not disappoint! Tess shows us how to kick things up
and find our own magic! Her deep knowledge and radiant love for magic is contagious!"—Jodi Livon,
author of The Happy Medium book series "For all who seek to unlock the very real magic within,
Tess Whitehurst offers not just one key, but an entire golden key ring that opens the sacred mysteries of
life and love. A generous and perceptive book!"—Sara Wiseman, author of Messages from the Divine
and The Intuitive Path "I've been working on incorporating a little more magic and ritual into my life
since I finished grad school, so I was excited to see this book. It has a little bit of everything, from brief
touches on the history of Earth-based spiritual practices to ways to make the everyday a little more
magical."—Book Riot

30 Positive Candle Spells for 30 Days
This book contains tips on how to perform Wiccan candle spells effectively to help you achieve physical,
mental, emotional, spiritual, social and financial fulfillment. Candle spells are believed to be the most
potent of all Wiccan spells. Each time you perform a candle spell, you invoke the spirit of the fire, which
is powerful, passionate and aggressive in nature. However, it is important to note that the effectiveness of
a spell can be influenced by the smallest of details such as the color of the candles, the placement of the
candles and the phase of the moon. In this book, you will encounter a brief introduction to candle
magick, its origins, and the different colors of candles and their uses. When done correctly, Wiccan
candle spells can help you achieve success in all areas of your life. This book features thirty candle spells
that cover almost everything that a person may desire in his lifetime - from love to wealth to health.
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Moreover, this book contains spells for more specific desires ranging from a debt-clearing spell to a
weight-loss spell to a libido-lifting spell. Even our cave-dwelling ancestors understood the protective
power of fire. Our predecessors used its warmth and light to protect them from the unknown forces that
creep in the shadows. We are constantly surrounded by low vibration beings relentlessly seeking for an
opportunity to latch themselves onto us. Though unseen by the naked eye, the effects of these beings'
physical, emotional, psychological and spiritual parasitism are manifested through illness, stress,
procrastination, addictions and other negative thoughts, habits and emotions. Through this book, you'll
find various spells that will let you shield yourself, your loved ones, your household, and even your
psyche from malign influences that are constantly lurking about. Furthermore, you'll find spells on how
to let go of negativity and self-destructive habits and spells to reverse curses whether they were done for
you or by you. From the book: 1. A Candle Spell to Attract Love Perform this spell under the light of the
New Moon. First, gather the following items: One white candle Three yellow colored candles Red rose
petals Tea made from brewed mint leaves Next, cast your circle of protection. Arrange the yellow
candles in a triangular pattern along your circle. Meanwhile, place the white candle right in the middle
of the triangle, then take the rose petals and scatter them around you. Utter an invocation to your
chosen deity. For this spell, it is best to invite the presence of deities who govern the force of love. Speak
out loud your personal petition. Concentrate on your desire. The important thing is that you believe in
every word that you say and that your words are being heard. Example of chant for love spell: Oh
Aphrodite, I invite thee Goddess of love and beauty To bless me. Fill this space With thy glorious
presence. Help my soulmate become aware Of my existence. So that he/she Will find his/her way to
me. May he/she feel my love Across space and time. May I be his/hers And may he/she be mine. And
then say: "For such is my will." After this, slowly sip the tea that you have prepared and kept warm.
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While doing so, meditate on the candles. Envision your soulmate. In your mind's eye, see the kind of life
that you will spend together. Note: Before performing candle magick to attract your soulmate, it is
necessary to have a clear idea of the kind of person that you want. Focus more on the internal
characteristics rather than the external features. Example: instead of wishing for a soulmate with blonde
hair and blue eyes, dedicate your energy into asking the universe for a lover who shares your passion,
supports your beliefs, and someone with whom you will enjoy conversing. Next, extinguish the flames
from the candles one by one, beginning with the white one. Gather the petals from the (continued in
book)"

1001 Spells
A comprehensive book of Wiccan spells to enrich your life Wicca is an ancient practice rooted in
multiple magical traditions, from simple, spiritual practices of folk magic to a reverence for the Goddess
of Nature and the Old Gods. The Complete Book of Spells helps you unlock your power with spell
casting and guidance through a wide range of spells, covering all of life's important touchstones. This
book of spells explores the wisdom and workings of the craft with an overview of Wiccan history and
help on prepping your space and yourself for spell casting. Once you've set your intentions, you'll find
powerful, yet easy-to-follow, spells for everyday situations, as well as traditional spells to honor the
Wiccan holidays and seasons. The Complete Book of Spells includes: Well-stocked witch--Discover the
essential magical tools and supplies you'll need, as well as a handy glossary for easy reference. Altar your
life--This book of spells helps you master spell casting with guidance on all stages from cleansing and
charging the circle to making an offering to the Gods and Goddesses. Rite magic for you--Find healing,
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empowerment, peace, strength, and beyond with more than 100 contemporary and traditional spells.
Better your every day and bring balance to your life with the magic of The Complete Book of Spells.

Power Spellcraft For Life
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

Protection & Reversal Magick
Spiritual Protection: A Safety Manual for Energy Workers, Psychics, and Healers is a training handbook
for anyone interested in deepening their psychic abilities, training gifts already in evidence, or simply
developing a greater sensitivity to energy. This no-nonsense book, with its special emphasis on safety,
protection, and energetic awareness, takes readers step by step through a thorough system of exercises
designed to increase competence, confidence, and skill. Focusing on oft-neglected fundamentals, Reicher
cuts through the complexity and confusion so often surrounding this topic and instead offers clear
instructions and explanations that even the most novice of readers can easily follow. Spiritual Protection
will show: Psychics and Readers how to cut mental ties at the end of session. Healers how to avoid
energetic overload during a session. Techniques can be used everyday to help with stress and overall wellbeing.
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